
GBPAUD 03.09.21 - 1:25RR

As we can see on the daily TF price has broken daily structure

On the H1 TF we can see bearish price action taking place making LL and LL
(highlighted in red)



After identifying the trading range we could see we had an Internal BOS that
happened, this was telling me price is going to raise to eventually mitigate a POI

within our trading range

On the M5 TF we can see i have marked up a M5 POI, this is the area i wanted price
to reach to then give us a LTF Reaction to get a sell position to take it down the H1

LL That is marked in RED



We can now see price has gave us a reaction from the M5 POI that we had marked,
now this for me is not enough confirmation to take a position, lets drop to the M2 TF

to take a look at structure after the reaction

Looking at M2 structure we can see we have a Internal BOS that has formed, now
once we get this, this is where we can start to look for a Entry POI



In this photo i have clearly marked the structure break and the M2 Entry zone where
i would have a sell limit set or i would market execute when price arrived.

This is the limit i would have set and in the next picture you can see the first take
profit level i wanted price to achieve.



The take profit level is set to the swing LL,This is a 1:25RR

As you can see price gave us a strong reaction from this candle, we could have
reduced the entry zone down to the M1 TF to give us a better RR but sometimes that

runs the risk of price not entering us or coming to reach that specific point.



Price went on to hit take profit in 5 hours, but the time of the trade played out around
02:30AM and was outside of my trading hours, my overall target for GA is 1.85400

Level to look for buys back up long term.


